


Problock Provides an Efficiency in Production that is Unmatched in the Building Industry

ProBlock units can weigh 50% less than traditional CMU. This weight reduction, along with unique handling characteristics  
and a patented design, equates to a job-site increase in production of up to 75%.

A masonry product that makes the job easier, safer and
more efficient.

ProBlock products are truly unique in the masonry
industry. Not only is ProBlock lightweight, the products
are easier to work with due to a unique balance and
shape which reduces strain and associated injuries.
ProBlock was awarded a patent due to its suite of
innovative forms and features. ProBlock helps increase
productivity, complete projects more quickly, and reduce
the overall labor cost and risk of injury on projects.

The labor savings are tremendous: according to NCMA
TEK 4-1A a mason can lay around one hundred (100)
50lb units per day compared to around one hundred
seventy five (175) twenty 20lb units per day of an open
ended ProBlock. The potential production increase due to
the reduced weight alone is almost 75%.

The 12” all lightweight ProBlock weighs 22 lbs. while the
typical normal weight blockweighs about 48.

"We used ProBlock on a hotel project.
We noticed significant labor savings
with minimal added labor. People ask,
'Isn't the ProBlock weak on the open
end?' They have engineered the
product to withstand all pressures of
the masonry environment.”

– Gates Construction

www.theproblock.com • info@theproblock.com • 704-637-5618 

12" Blocks
Laid

Blocks/Mason/
Day

Estimated for Job
%

Increase

NCMA
Estimated

Production

%
Increase

Start-Up 1344 224 170 32% 135 66%

Straight Wall 1410 282 170 66% 135 109%

Actual production numbers from a masonry contractor using the 12 inch ProBlock on a project in Charlotte, N.C. 
One of the masons on a straight wall laid over three hundred (300) 12” block in 8 hours with plumbing in 
several locations.
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